Conditional effects of consumer-brand relationships on admired and non-admired brands, and its impact on schadenfreude
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ABSTRACT
Extant literature on schadenfreude, a pleasure towards the misfortune of others, is concentrated on brand rivalry however is silent about situations when one own brand causes the schadenfreude. Based on brand relationship theory we advance knowledge on this topic by investigating how one brand’s bad malicious strategy leads to schadenfreude for admired and non-admired brands and is mitigated when admired brands interact with positive feelings elicited by brand-consumer relationship to protect against their own bad behavior. Through three experimental studies we point out the feelings elicited exact region of moderations. The first study tests the mitigating effect of congruence between brand and Self. Study two tests higher-order affective levels such as brand love, as a
negative moderating construct for schadenfreude. Study three advances previous studies on consumers’ self-promoting feelings and their interaction with brands to produce schadenfreude. Finally, we discuss the findings and further directions for research on schadenfreude.

**Keywords**: schadenfreude, brand relationship, consumer behavior, brand affect.

**RESUMO**
A literatura existente sobre schadenfreude, um prazer em relação ao infortúnio dos outros, está concentrada na rivalidade de marcas, no entanto, é silenciosa sobre situações em que a própria marca causa o schadenfreude. Com base na teoria do relacionamento do consumidor com as marcas, avançamos o conhecimento sobre este tópico investigando como a estratégia maliciosa de uma marca leva ao schadenfreude por marcas admiradas e não admiradas e é mitigada quando marcas admiradas interagem com sentimentos positivos provocados pelo relacionamento marca-consumidor para proteger contra seu próprio comportamento ruim. Através de três estudos experimentais, apontamos os sentimentos elicitedados na região exata das moderações. O primeiro estudo testa o efeito atenuante da congruência entre a marca e o Self. O estudo dois testa efeitos dos níveis afetivos de ordem superior como o amor à marca, como uma construção moderadora negative para o schadenfreude. O estudo três avança em relação aos estudos anteriores avaliando sentimentos de autopromoção dos consumidores e sua interação com as marcas para produzir schadenfreude. Finalmente, discutimos os resultados e outras direções de pesquisa sobre o schadenfreude.

**Palavras-chave**: schadenfreude, relacionamento com a marca, comportamento do consumidor, efeito da marca.

**1 INTRODUCTION**

The phenomenon called schadenfreude means the malicious joy felt over the misfortune of someone else. When a person suffers from some setback, other people may feel certain happiness in observing this event. It might result from envy, low empathy for the other, or even an aspect of one’s identity. Schadenfreude is a malicious glee at the misfortune of others, and it is considered an undesirable emotion (Sundie et al., 2009) resembling feelings of aggression and envy in unhealthy social relationships (Ouwerkerk et al., 2018).

Most studies regarding schadenfreude are related to rival brands, and extant literature is silent on investigating schadenfreude when the brand deliberately, and maliciously causes misfortune, and, accordingly, the schadenfreude. When marketing
strategies are risky it might result in consumers turning away from their preferred brands, to punish the brand for this breach of a tacit agreement (Mukherjee and Althuizen, 2020). This study aims to investigate this gap, by analyzing when schadenfreude occurs after a deliberated strategy of the brand goes wrong, and how its effects can be controlled by positive feelings towards the brand, particularly comparing admired and non-admired brands.

Schadenfreude means malicious glee over the misfortune of others (Ouwerkerk et al., 2018), and it is close to feelings of envy and wanting harm to the outgroup, representing an unvirtuous side of individuals transferred to consumers. Hence, naturally, emerge ethical aspects as well as values and moral questioning. Moreover, people tend to express socially desirable opinions when judging things. Like any negative emotion, schadenfreude emerges when there is a threat to the Self. The other person’s misfortune is not mine; it is not my ingroup, and this leads to a good feeling of identity protection, based on the need to compare one’s self to others and feel good about it (Zell, Strickhouser, Sedikides and Alicke, 2020).

Concerning brands, schadenfreude has been researched in several studies. Kim and Kim (2018) studied the Schadenfreude effect on rival brands and sponsorships, identifying that the greater the rivalry between brands, the greater the effect. In Hayes and Carr’s (2020) study, brands that compete in the same market elicit schadenfreude when they publish comparative information about other competing brands. Japutra et al. (2018) support that brand attachment styles generate positive and negative feelings to the competing brand over the preferred one. Other studies have also addressed the relationship of schadenfreude with luxury versus copy brands (Marticotte and Arcand, 2017) and rival technology brands (Phillips-Melancon and Dalakas, 2014). These studies, taken together, have in common a duality between one brand and another, an opposition between two rival brands, which gives rise to the phenomenon of schadenfreude toward one of them. The preference for one brand allows schadenfreude in relation to a rival brand.

As a way of coping with schadenfreude, feelings were studied by Moisieiev et al. (2020) to understand how the misfortune of others’ choices generates feelings of joy in
consumers. This study differentiates from its precedents by having the consumer look at the brand’s action and the feelings that emerge from this relationship.

Based on the brand relationship theory and the possibility of negative emotions generated in this context (Khatoon and Rehman, 2021), Study 1 investigates the effect of schadenfreude when the same admired brand makes a decision or is affected by chance. The schadenfreude is expected to be higher when the misfortune occurs due to a deliberate choice by the company rather than chance.

Chance acts as a form of license to error, as opposed to deliberate action. The consumer punishes thoughtful actions that harm the brand. A set of roles and norms from both sides regulates the brand-consumer relationship. It is like a contract in which the parties have several expectations and breaking it must be punished (Sweetin, Knowles, Summey and McQueen, 2013). Consumers expect a brand’s positions to be ethical and responsible, consistent with their own positions (Mukherjee and Althuizen, 2020). Otherwise, these brands can be punished, starting with a less favorable attitude, negative word-of-mouth or reactions on social media, and less interest in purchasing. In this study, we propose that a negative reaction to a brand that breaks this shared contract comes in the form of a higher Schadenfreude, which leads us to the 1st hypothesis of this study.

2 STUDY 1

Experiment one aims to test the hypothesis that brands’ influence on schadenfreude varies according to consumers’ levels of congruence between brand and Self. The congruence between brand and self indicates affection because consumers value brands representing them in society, which is an important mechanism for brands to connect with consumers. Therefore, an admired brand that can also connect with the consumer’s identity should be more protected from the misfortune it may cause itself than a non-admired brand.

2.1 BRAND-SELF CONGRUENCE

Brands have the ability to contribute to the construction or maintenance of the consumer’s identity. This aspect occurs as a comparison between an existing self and an ideal self, which is pursued by individuals (Scales and Bettman, 2003). In relationships
with brands, consumers seek brand traits that can add aspects to the way individuals see themselves and how others perceive them. Brands activate identity aspects in their mere exposure to groups and social structures. The image of the brand becomes confused with the image of the consumer himself. Studies suggest that the greater the congruence between brand and consumer identity, the greater the positive marketing responses towards the brand, such as favorable word of mouth, increased brand love, and brand loyalty (Wallace, Buil and de Chernatony, 2017).

However, as in Japutra, Ekinci, and Simkin’s (2019) study, where they pointed out negative behaviours as a consequence of the brand-identity connection, it is suggested that positive responses do not always occur as a result of the consumer’s relationship with the brand. Therefore, there are conflicting conclusions in the literature corresponding to brand-consumer congruence. The contexts in which attachment to a brand may generate negative behaviors and responses may be the rupture of the relationship with the brand, the absence of brand support in situations of meeting the needs of the admired brand, a change in brand positioning, or unsatisfactory brand performance. On the other hand, sentimental attachment to a brand may predict trash-talking (a way of differentiating a preferred brand from a rival brand, as a way of preserving the self-categorization elicited by the consumer’s relationship with his preferred brand), or a high affection for this brand, contributing to higher self-esteem (Japutra, Ekinci, Simkin and Nguyen, 2014).

In this sense, when a brand is highly connected to the consumer’s identity, it is expected to be protected from trash-talking and similar negative responses, such as schadenfreude. However, when the brand is admired, the context of the consumer relationship is charged with feelings, with variation, and diversity. Therefore, an admired brand that is not congruent with the individual’s identity means a brand inaccessible to the desired self-categorization and ideal identity, which should lead to negative responses to this brand. However, the admired brand may benefit from this high admiration from customers and should be respected for it, although not congruent with its identity.

The distance of the admired brand from the expectations created and even from the actual relationship leads to negative feelings from the consumer. This is most prominent when the brand, although important in building the consumer’s identity,
arouses negative feelings (Park, Eisingerich and Park, 2013). Thus, an admired brand with high identity congruence will have less schadenfreude.

In contrast, a brand that is admired but not congruent with the identity may be protected by its admiration elicited in consumers, leading to lesser levels of schadenfreude in a context of misfortune due to respect to a social contract with the consumer, even if it does not contribute to consumer identity. If the brand is not an admired one, it is much more prone to schadenfreude. This configures the first hypotheses of the study.

**H1**: Admired and non-admired brands will not differ in schadenfreude when band-self congruence is high;

**H1'**: Admired brands will have lesser schadenfreude (than non-admired brands) when identity congruence is low.

### 2.2 PARTICIPANTS AND STUDY DESIGN

Participants were approached on a private university institution (N= 156, 105 females, M_age = 26.6, sd = 7.57), then were randomly assigned to one of four factorial design scenarios (2x2, between-subjects study, admired/non-admired brands versus high/low brand congruence with identity, manipulated and measured) in a simulated brand study, with schadenfreude as the dependent variable. Participants were asked to join an online survey with the pretested manipulated scenario (also measured) and the 5-point Likert scale questionnaire.

### 2.3 STIMULI

Based on a pre-test, the brands Apple and a Brazilian brand were chosen as admired and not admired brands, respectively. This treatment was supplemented with brand congruence and with the consumers’ self, manipulated and measured. The stimuli showed the respective brand and the texts, accordingly “Admired'Non-admired brand launched a line of products earlier this month nationwide. However, the products did not sell as expected, and the laptops are stranded on the shelves.

The company does not usually (always usually) take consumer preferences into account when developing products and imposes (does not impose) its strategies. The failure was due to the very low (besides the high) identification of the brand with the...
consumers, not being able to represent them”, for low\high congruence, in the sequence from left to right: brand not admired/identity-congruent, brand admired/identity-congruent, brand not admired/identity-congruent, and brand admired/identity-congruent.

To assess the manipulation of congruence with stimulus for brand-self congruence, participants responded to an item (“The non-admired/Apple brand is congruent with my identity”) on a 5-point Likert scale, pretested previously with a sample similar to that in the study.

2.4 PROCEDURES

The argument from a study about laptop brands was used to justify to the participants the research to be carried out. All those who accepted to complete the task were randomly separated into four groups. They were then given a link to access the survey instrument on an online data collection platform.

2.5 RESULTS

After checking the manipulation for the proposed treatments (M_{identification} = 2.013, M_{identity} = 3.363, p<5%), we identified a main effect of the admired brand (effect size = 1.908, 95% CI [0.927; 2.890]; t = 3.842, p <0.05), as well as a main effect of brand congruence with identity (effect size = 1.155, 95% CI [0.584; 1.725]; t = 3.996, p <0.05) for schadenfreude. No covariates showed significant results. We identified a decreasing moderating effect of the interaction of brand-self congruence and brand type (effect size = -0.655, 95% CI [-1.038; -0.273]; t = -3.389, p <0.05), with a change in the explanation of the dependent variable (ΔR² = 6.53%).

We performed a spotlight analysis (Hayes and Montoya 2017), which identified a dual moderator value of 2.435 (Johnson-Neyman point) with 60.25% of the data below this value, and 3.875 with 3.20% of values above. As a result, as brand congruence increases, schadenfreude decreases for admired brands. But, as a result of these two points of moderation, for higher levels of brand congruence, schadenfreude is greater for admired brands, even if this moderation interval is very small (3.2% of the data).
We also identified that for the low levels of brand congruence with the self, Schadenfreude is lesser for admired brands than for non-admired brands, decreasing for the former and increasing for the latter. Figure 1 presents these results. These results support both H1 and H1’.

These results suggest that due to a more intense affective relationship with admired brands, as these brands break the tacit agreement with consumers, consumers are less likely to schadenfreude admired brands non admired brands, particularly when brand identity integration is low. These results do not corroborate Japutra et al., (2014) study on the negative consequences of high sentiments toward a brand when expectations about the positive performance of the brand with the consumer are disrupted by it, for low congruence; however, it may happen for high levels of brand-self congruence (Jonhson-Neyman point above 3.87). That is, for low brand-self congruence, being admired is protection for brand transgressions, and for high levels of brand-self congruence, the expectations are critical and don’t tolerate admired brand transgressions to the customers.

This happens when a brand that is admired but not congruent with identity may represent an impossibility for the consumer to access this brand and thus not contribute...
to their self-esteem and self-categorization, as in luxury products, or products representative of groups other than that of the consumer, for example. The less admired brands begin to suffer less from more negative effects of their misfortune as the integration with the brand increases as if the less admired brand were then an indicator of the individual’s own misfortune. Consumer admiration for the brand, when congruent with identity ($M_{Congruence} > 2.435$), is able to establish itself as a barrier to negative events happening to the brand, even if the brand itself was responsible for it.

The congruence with the identity is an aspect well explored from the commercial and affective point of view at the same time, where brands have in the relationship with the consumer a crucial aspect for the reduction of market loss, expansion of performance, preservation of profit margins, and other benefits for the organization. To better explore this affective aspect, study 2 advances by proposing the moderation of strong feelings for the brand.

3 STUDY 2

Study 2 seeks to understand the influence of brand types, admired or not, on schadenfreude at different levels of brand love.

3.1 BRAND LOVE

Affective relationships between brands and individuals are grounded in Fournier’s (1998) relationship theory of identity extension (Belk, 1998). These liaisons might lead to rather extreme forms of affection, such as Brand Love, and many studies have sought to identify and understand antecedents, consequents, and the very definition of this phenomenon. (Carrol and Ahuvia, 2006; Batra, Ahuvia and Bagozzi, 2012; Albert and Merunka, 2013). Brand love is related to positive word of mouth, loyalty, identity integration, positive emotions, life meanings, positive thoughts, passionate relationships with the brand, favorable brand attitudes, identity, and other representative aspects of the consumer himself, in his relationship with the brand (Bagozzi, Batra and Ahuvia, 2017).

Thus, brand love is an important protection mechanism for brands and eventual adversities arising from the market, such as competitors cutting prices or customer activation campaigns in very extreme commercial conditions. Nevertheless, on the other
hand, it can also be a mechanism to maintain the consumer’s preferences for brands in a changing environment, or even when products and brands fail (Zhang, Zhang and Sakulsinlapakorn, 2020) or lead to maladjusted behaviors, such as impulsiveness (Le, 2021). In these latter aspects, about mitigating the negative effects of the relationship with brands, lies the role of brand love in situations where brands disappoint consumers or even harm them.

Dalman, Buche, and Min (2019) identified that even in potentially unethical situations of brands, those capable of arousing high feelings are less affected, obtaining from consumers’ protection and defense reactions. Organizations are more careful with their reputation, especially in an environment of intense interaction enabled by digital technologies, greater consumer empowerment, and less privacy of their actions and information. We expect that high levels of brand love protect admired and non-admired brands. So, the question that is addressed is when brand love is low. In these situations, admiration for the brand must prevail. For low levels of brand love, an admired brand, even if it breaches its relationship with consumers, schadenfreude must be lesser than for non-admired brands. Based on this discussion, we hypothesize that:

**H2**: Admired and non-admired brands will not differ in schadenfreude when brand love is high;

**H2’**: Admired brands will have lesser schadenfreude (than non-admired brands) when brand love is low;

### 3.2 PARTICIPANTS AND STUDY DESIGN

Study participants (N=131, 63 females $M_{age}=30.43$, $sd=7.34$) were randomly assigned to one of four conditions in a 2x2 between-subjects, admired/non-admired brands versus low/high brand love, measured and manipulated factorial design.

### 3.3 STIMULI

Preferred brands were used in two different scenarios of misfortune and with two levels of brand love. Similar to the previous study, the same brands were used for the treatment of admired brands. Brand love was manipulated by describing scenarios and measured. These stimuli were similar to those of study 1, using the brand altogether with
following the texts: “Non-admired/admired brands launched a line of products earlier this month nationwide. However, the products did not sell as expected, and the laptops are stranded on the shelves. The company does not usually take (usually takes) consumer preferences into account when developing products and imposes (does not impose) its strategies. The failure of the brand has occurred despite the low(high) level of affection felt by consumers for the brand”. To assess the manipulation of brand love in the stimulus, participants responded to an item (“I love this brand”) on a 5-point Likert scale, pretested previously with a sample similar to that in the study.

3.4 PROCEDURES

As in previous studies, participants were asked to volunteer to participate in the study explaining the purposes of a brand research analysis.

3.5 RESULTS

Participants (N = 131, 63 female M \( \text{age} = 30.43, \text{sd} = 7.34 \)) were randomly assigned to one of four conditions in a 2x2 factorial design between subjects, admired/non-admired brands versus low/high brand love, measured, and manipulated. The same procedures as in the previous studies were adopted. After checking the manipulation for brand love \((M_{\text{high brand love}} = 3.636 \text{ vs } M_{\text{low brand love}} = 1.960, p <5\%)\), we identified a main effect of admired brand again (effect size = 0.952, 95% CI [0.155; 1.749]; \( t = 2.364; p <0.05 \)), as well as a main effect of brand love (effect size = 0.705, 95% CI [0.126; 1.284]; \( t= 2.411, p <0.05 \)) for schadenfreude. No covariates showed significant results. We identified a decreasing moderating effect of the interaction of brand love and brand type (effect size = - 0.357, 95% CI [- 0.696; - 0.018]; \( t= - 2.088, p <0.05 \)), with a change in the explanation of the dependent variable (\( \Delta R^2 = 6.12\% \)).

We also performed a spotlight analysis (Hayes and Montoya 2017), which identified a moderator value of 1.832 (Johnson-Neyman point) with 29.77% of the data below this value. As a result, as brand love increases, schadenfreude decreases for admired brands. We also found that for the low levels of brand love, schadenfreude is higher for the admired brands than for non-admired brands. These results can be seen in Figure 2.
These results suggest that admired brands experience a little dilated change in Schadenfreude levels for variations in the love of these brands. The effect of brand love is most salient for brands that are still under construction, especially concerning perceived consumer value. When brands start to gain more consumer admiration, the effect ceases to occur ($M_{brand\ love} > 1.832$).

4 STUDY 3

Experiment 3 aims to test the hypothesis that consumers’ self-promoting feelings such as vanity, interacts with consumers’ feelings towards brands, and when they act against the consumer, to produce schadenfreude. This is a worse effect, even for admired brands. We expect that the greater the consumer’s vanity, the greater the schadenfreude for non-admired brands, than for admired ones. This may happen because high levels of affect create elevated expectations, and when this relationship is disrupted, strong reactions will occur.

However, again, admiration for a brand protects the brand against bad reactions. Consumer vanity is a value orientation toward physical appearance and the capacity of achieving personal goals (Netemeyer, Burton and Lichtenstein, 1995). These aspects are
important definitions of consumer self-identity, stimulated by marketing strategies promoting products, services, and brands to foster this positive self-image, and also appearance (Wang and Waller, 2006).

As the admired brand offends consumer identity, by trying to use a strategy that cheats the consumer, they may feel glad when the brand suffers a misfortune, however, this may be more prominent for non-admired brands, than for admired ones. Negative feelings are always connected to negative impacts on brands. However, the impact of negative feelings generated because the brand breached its relationship with the customer interacts with it to produce a reverse effect. In this way, as consumer vanity increases, so increases schadenfreude, because consumers feel their identity and self-determination threatened.

H3: Schadenfreude will be lesser for admired brands (than for non-admired brands) for high levels of consumer vanity;

H3’: Schadenfreude will not differ for admired and non-admired brands for low levels of consumer vanity;

4.1 PARTICIPANTS AND STUDY DESIGN

Participants (N= 85, 37 females, M\text{age} = 25.65, sd = 4.85) were randomly assigned to one of four factorial design scenarios (2x2, between-subjects study, admired/non-admired brands versus high/low consumer vanity, manipulated and measured) in a simulated brand study, with schadenfreude as the dependent variable. Participants were asked to join an online survey with the pretested manipulated scenario (also measured) and the 5-point Likert scale questionnaire.

4.2 STIMULI

The same brands analyzed in the pretest of previous studies were used in this study three, in two different misfortune scenarios. Stimuli were the same used in study 1. The moderated variable for consumer vanity was measured based on Wang and Waller (2006) scale.

The stimuli followed the same proceedings as those of the previous studies, presenting the brands and the texts: “Non-admired\text{admired} brands launched a line of
products earlier this month nationwide. However, the products did not sell as expected, and the laptops are stranded on the shelves. The company does not usually take (usually takes) consumer preferences into account when developing products and imposes (does not impose) its strategies. The failure of the brand has occurred despite the low (high) level of vanity felt by its consumers itself”. To assess the manipulation of vanity, participants responded to an item (“Vanity is a kind of self-admiration, and I felt this sometimes”) on a 5-point Likert scale, pretested previously with a sample similar to that in the study.

4.3 PROCEDURES

This third study followed the same procedures as the previous studies, with new participants. Again, the same argument from a study about laptop brands was used to justify to the participants the research to be carried out. Again, all those who accepted to complete the task and were randomly separated into four groups, when we posted different links, in different platforms. They were then given a link to access the survey instrument on an online data collection platform.

4.4 RESULTS

After checking the measurement of consumer vanity for the proposed treatments, no differences were found (Mnon-admired = 2.160, Madmired = 2.400, p > 5%), so consumers admitted feeling vanity sometimes naturally. We did not find a main effect of the admired brand (effect size = -1.853, 95% CI [-1.107; 0.401]; t = -1.636, p > 0.05), as well as not a main effect of consumer vanity alone (effect size = -0.738, 95% CI [-1.698; 0.221]; t = -1.503, p < 0.05) for schadenfreude. No covariates showed significant results. We identified a positive moderating effect of the interaction of consumer vanity and brand type (effect size = 0.642, 95% CI [0.002; 1.284]; t = 1.990, p < 0.05). We performed a spotlight analysis (Hayes and Montoya 2017), which identified a moderator effect of 3.539 (Johnson-Neyman point) with 51.76% of the data above this value. Figure 4 presents these results bringing evidence for H3.
Fig. 4. Moderation of consumer vanity

As in previous studies, as admired brands betray their relationship with consumers, they will punish brands less intensively than non-admired ones. This effect is expected because of the nature of the relationship between consumers and admired brands, characterized by increased affect. Therefore, this is the same mechanism that protects admires brands from consumer vanity. As a positive self-determining feeling, vanity inspires consumers to react more fiercely against brands. However, this does not happen significantly for an admired brand. Even when consumers experiment with negative feelings, with identity threats.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This study aimed to observe the influence of brand type, admired or not, on a consumer’s negative feeling of joy at misfortune, or schadenfreude, moderated by consumer different sentiments. This is the first study to analyze schadenfreude triggered by the company’s own actions, different from the tradition of studies when schadenfreude is felt by consumers of rival brands solely. We tested schadenfreude when the brand uses a strategy to cheat consumers. The manipulated scenarios were a harmful impact on the consumer when the brand was aware (or not) of its strategy’s bad impact on the consumer,
when its strategy’s bad impact varied through brand-self congruence (study one), varied through love for the brand (study two) or varied through consumer vanity (study three). Most studies on Schadenfreude analyze opposed brands, and it presupposes an admired brand against the other. Although this duality is observed in our study, we advance former studies by analyzing schadenfreude even for admired brands.

Our three experiments together provide evidence that different types of affection moderate the effects of brand type, admired versus non-admired, on schadenfreude. In general, affection protects the brand from harmful effects caused by the brand itself when the adopted strategy causes a setback. On the other hand, consumers’ self-determining feeling, such as vanity, exacerbates schadenfreude for non-admired brands, when these brands adopt strategies that harm consumer’ admiration for them.

Previous studies on the relationship between brands and schadenfreude traditionally evaluate the phenomenon of rivalry between brands. Our contribution is to study schadenfreude in relation to brands when this schadenfreude was caused by actions taken by the brand itself when they disrespect consumers’ relationship with the brand.

Therefore, a transgression of this aspect should lead to negative consumer reactions to these brands. Studies corroborate that strong positive feelings toward a brand can turn negative when brands transgress their agreements with consumers (Moisieiev et al., 2020). These negative responses may affect brands and their relationship with consumers.

We advance existing knowledge by exploring the positive affective relationships and their effects on schadenfreude as brand transgressions are the cause of schadenfreude. It suggests that schadenfreude decreases under the effect of brand type (admired versus not admired) as brand congruence with the individual’s self-increases, having no significant difference in high levels of brand-self congruence. Nevertheless, it is higher in non-admired brands when congruence with the self is lower. In this sense, when brands are weakly related to our identity, they should suffer from more negative effects when misfortune occurs. The result is consistent with Kumar and Paul’s (2021, p.8) study, according to which mass-marketed prestige products lead to less happiness when consumers have greater self-awareness. In this study, an approximation of this finding is that schadenfreude begins to increase in admired (prestigious) brands, as the connection
to the identity also increases. This is due to the high expectations consumers have of a brand they admire.

However, when the connection to identity is low, representing a distance from the prestigious brand, a form of self-consciousness takes place that the brand has no relationship with the individual. Consumers are not always connected to admired brands, and in many cases, this causes frustration, and irritation, leading the consumer to punish the brand. In Kumar and Paul’s study, this resulted in less happiness, in this study and more schadenfreude.

We then explored the effect of brand type (admired versus not admired) on schadenfreude when brand affection varies (low brand love versus high brand love). The results suggest that feelings affect the relationship between admired brands and schadenfreude. We identified the mitigating effect of brand love for different levels of schadenfreude and the effect that for lower levels of brand love, schadenfreude will be higher, especially for non-admired brands, and when feelings are more intense, schadenfreude is equal for less and more known brands, or prestigious and admired brands, although in different ways. These results corroborate previous studies and accumulate evidence that positive affect toward brands decreases perceived schadenfreude. Non-Admired brands suffer more from the effects of schadenfreude at low levels of affection precisely because these feelings represent less relationship to these brands, and if this affection is lower for these brands, all the better for consumers that they suffer setbacks when they break tacit consumer contracts. Less admired brands arouse fewer reactions from consumers, so the rise in affection for these brands is accompanied by a decrease in schadenfreude. Thus, admired brands have armor and suffer fewer from schadenfreude effects, even when they deliberately act in the wrong way.

Finally, our third study dealt with the relationship between brands and consumers, which contributes to consumers’ vanity, self-admiration, and feelings of good appearance. Consumer vanity triggers positive feelings towards oneself, based on the contributions of the brand. However, this relationship with the brand could be threatened when the brand causes damage to the consumer’s self-identity, and then be broken. Our results showed that admiration for a brand can survive even these negative events,
potentially insurmountable for any relationship. Past evidence shows that when an identity is threatened, consumers tend to abandon the brand (Zaiss, Nokhbeh, Zaeem and Barber, 2019). The third study demonstrated the reverse results observed in our previous studies. High levels of negative feelings, such as vanity, potentialize schadenfreude, particularly for admired brands. This result put an important aspect for brand managers. Despite the important consequences in market share and value for the customers, an admired brand has also setbacks. When an admired and trustworthy brand causes damage to its customers, the impact on schadenfreude is higher than for non-admired brands. This may happen because a strong brand is expected to have compromise with customers and society. Customers have chosen that brand several times. A transgression against its loyal customers may impose a great disappointment, that must be returned with nothing more than a strong punishment against the brand. This may not happen when the brand is not an admired one, because for a less admired one such transgression would be not a surprise, and harmful behaviors of the brand were even expected.

This study contributes by advancing previous studies on brands and schadenfreude by proposing brand transgression as a trigger for malicious consumer joy at brand misfortune. The study further contributed by testing and revealing evidence that positive relationships with brands protect them from negative consumer responses, even when brands act against them. For the organizations, we evidence the importance of the affectionate relationship with the brand, highlighting affection as an important crisis management mechanism. The study has several limitations, such as the use of brands known by the public, which may act as biases for the answers of the study participants. Even though this was tested as a covariate and without effect. Further studies may explore more moderating variables, besides effective ones, such as empathy, consumer vanity, or other more intrinsic aspects of individuals.
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